Neuromagnetic investigation of somatotopy of human hand somatosensory cortex.
In order to investigate functional topography of human hand somatosensory cortex we recorded somatosensory evoked fields (SEFs) on MEG during the first 40 ms after stimulation of median nerve, ulnar nerve, and the 5 digits. We applied dipole modeling to determine the three-dimensional cortical representations of different peripheral receptive fields. Median nerve and ulnar nerve SEFs exhibited the previously described N20 and P30 components with a magnetic field pattern emerging from the head superior and re-entering the head inferior for the N20 component; the magnetic field pattern of the P30 component was of reversed orientation. Reversals of field direction were oriented along the anterior-posterior axis. SEFs during digit stimulation showed analogous N22 and P32 components and similar magnetic field patterns. Reversals of field direction showed a shift from lateral inferior to medial superior for thumb to little finger. Dipole modeling yielded good fits at these peak latencies accounting for an average of 83% of the data variance. The cortical digit representations were arranged in an orderly somatotopic way from lateral inferior to medial superior in the sequence thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, and little finger. Median nerve cortical representation was lateral inferior to that of ulnar nerve. Isofield maps and dipole locations for these components are consistent with neuronal activity in the posterior bank of central fissure corresponding to area 3b. We conclude that SEFs recorded on MEG in conjunction with source localization techniques are useful to investigate functional topography of human hand somatosensory cortex non-invasively.